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BABY needs MOZART
ive your little one a head start — in life and at school — with this delightful collection. The latest research indicates that listening to classical music promotes learning and improves problem solving
skills, with Mozart’s music currently heading the list. Give your little one an edge in our increasingly
competitive world with this very special release. Works on parents too!

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)
1. Eine Kleine Nachtmusik (A Little Night Music), K. 525 — Andante [5:37] ~ Eugenia Zukerman,
flute • The Shanghai Quartet • Anthony Newman, harpsichord
The delightful serenade Eine Kleine Nachtmusik was originally written for strings, but here the top part is
taken by the flute. Mozart wrote this music during an unhappy time in his life, and yet it has brought joy
to countless listeners ever since.

2. Symphony No. 29 in A, K. 201 — Andante [5:11] ~ James DePreist, conductor • Los Angeles
Chamber Orchestra
It is mind-boggling to conceive of an 18-year-old completing his 29th Symphony, and of the array of
other masterpieces Mozart had produced by that time. This is the gentle Andante movement from the
symphony that is usually called the culmination of Mozart’s first period of symphonic writing.

3. Le Nozze di Figaro (The Marriage of Figaro) — Sull’ aria che soave zeffiretto (How delightful to
wander, fanned by the breath of evening) [2:11] ~ Eugenia Zukerman, flute • Allan Vogel, oboe • Dennis Helmrich, piano
In this lovely, conversational aria from a favorite Mozart opera, the countess dictates a letter to her maidservant Susanna, arranging a garden tryst in which the two intend to trap the count. Here, the oboe
plays the part of the countess and the flute the part of Susanna.
4. String Quartet No. 22 in B-Flat, K. 589 — Larghetto [6:22] ~ The Shanghai Quartet
Mozart scholar Alfred Einstein called this Larghetto “one of the most sensitive movements in the whole
literature of chamber music.” It is from one of Mozart’s last string quartets, written in 1790.

5. Die Zauberflöte (The Magic Flute) — Ein Mädchen oder Weibchen (A young lady or a wife) [2:32] ~
Jean Pierre Rampal, flute • Claudi Arimany, flute
This charming aria from The Magic Flute is played here by legendary flutist Rampal and his frequent
touring partner Arimany. In this aria Papageno expresses his longing for a lady love, observing that love
makes the world go round.

6. Quintet for Piano and Winds in E-Flat, K. 452 — Larghetto [9:40] ~ Carol Rosenberger, piano •
Allan Vogel, oboe • David Shifrin, clarinet • Robin Graham, French horn • Ken Munday, bassoon
Piano and winds were a most unusual combination at the time Mozart wrote this Quintet. The lovely
Larghetto movement has been described as an affectionate dialog among all the instruments.

7. Symphony No. 4 in D, K. 19 — Andante [5:02] ~ James DePreist, conductor • Los Angeles Chamber
Orchestra
Mozart had written his fourth symphony by the time he was nine years old; this delicate Andante movement is a glimpse of the poetry already much in evidence in the young genius.

8. Clarinet Quintet in A, K. 581 — Menuetto [7:10] ~ David Shifrin, clarinet • Ida Kavafian, violin •
Theodore Arm, violin • Toby Appel, viola • Fred Sherry, cello

Mozart wrote his great Clarinet Quintet for an outstanding clarinet virtuoso of the day, Anton Stadler.
Einstein says that in this music the clarinet is treated “as if Mozart were the first to discover its charm,
its ‘soft sweet breath,’ its clear depth, its agility.”

9. Sonata in A, K. 331 — Theme, Variations 4 and 5 [8:42] ~ Carol Rosenberger, piano
A favorite among Mozart’s piano sonatas, the Sonata in A begins with this simple theme, followed by a
set of variations. The two most gentle of the variations are heard here, in keeping with the lyrical nature
of this program.
10. Sonata in D, K. 448— Andante [8:57] ~ Jean Pierre Rampal, flute • Claudi Arimany, flute • John
Steele Ritter, piano
This is a transcription by C. Menzel of the lovely middle movement of Mozart’s Sonata in D for Two Pianos. It is interesting to note that this sonata was one of the principal pieces of music used in the widely
reported study by Drs. Shaw and Rauscher at U.C. Irvine indicating that brain functioning is enhanced
by listening to classical music, especially that of Mozart.
11. Clarinet Quintet in A, K. 581 — Allegro [9:20] ~ David Shifrin, clarinet • Ida Kavafian, violin •
Theodore Arm, violin • Toby Appel, viola • Fred Sherry, cello
TOTAL PLAYING TIME: 70:44

EFORE BIRTH,
the infant’s world
B
is rhythm and sound; the thump
and roar of the mother heart,
to which the infant kicks,
flips, and dances in the dark.
With such early prompting,
no wonder we humans revel in music.

HAT JOY,
W
then, after birth,
to learn that such a dance
can continue, courtesy of
maestro Mozart. And how
reassuring to parents to know
that hearing such wondrous music
just might boost brain development
in their spirited little acrobats.
JOHN STONE, M.D.
Cardiologist and Poet

PARENT ALERT: To protect the ears of infants and very young
children, the listening level should be lower than most
adults accept as comfortable for themselves.
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DELOS Babyneeds Series… New ways to help your child fall in love with classical music…
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